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Referee report on the PhD thesis of Mr. Jaroslav Haas
”Symmetries and dynamics of star clusters”

The PhD thesis  of  Jaroslav  Haas  deals  with  orbital  evolution  of  nuclear  (sub-parsec) 
stellar disks around supermassive blackholes (SMBH) in galactic centers where other stellar 
and/or gaseous components (nuclear stellar clusters,  gaseous tori) are expected to provide 
gravitational perturbations to the quasi-Keplerian SMBH field and the self-gravity of the disk 
itself. 

After a review (given in Chapter 1) of the relevant method to analyze the orbital dynamics, 
the  so-called  averaging  technique,  and of  competing  physical  mechanisms  –  namely  the 
Kozai oscillations induced by a ring or disk perturber,  their  suppression by an additional 
spherically  symmetric  system,  and  various  types  of  relaxation  processes  present  in  self-
gravitating N-body systems (either central-mass dominated or thin disky ones) – the thesis 
embarks on an exploratory path divided into three chapters (2-4). 

Chapter 2 is devoted to the investigation of the orbital evolution of a self-consistent N-body 
nuclear stellar disk in the field of a central SMBH and embedded in a spherically symmetric 
stellar cluster that is modelled both analytically and as a self-conistent N-body realization. 
Both  approaches  lead  to  dramatically  different  results  in  the  disk  orbital  evolution:  the 
coupling  of  the  N-body  disk  and  N-body  cluster  leads  to  a  considerably  faster  angular 
momentum  exchange  between  particles  and  consequently  a  faster  growth  of  the  rms 
inclinations and excentricities of stellar orbits of the disk component than in the case when it 
is surrounded by an analytically added cluster. 

This is however not the only remarkable event. First, the combined N-body system develops 
a bar-like feature within the originally spherical component, due to the combined precession 
of the apsidal and nodal lines of its stars,  induced by the presence of the disk.  This bar 
represents a flattened stellar overdensity roughly perpendicular to the plane of the disk. In a 
later stage, after the bar formation, Kozai oscillations start to operate in the central part of the 
cluster while preserving the overall bar shape. In turn, this flattened structure reduces the 
suppression of Kozai oscillations in the disk that was efficient when the cluster was purely 
spherical.  These oscillations lead to  the above mentioned accelaration of  the disk orbital 
evolution and, at  the same time, to the formation a bar component in the disk.  Both the 
cluster and disk bar-like features rotate, though at different pattern speeds, and interact, the 
former  (less strong and propagating outwards)  being subsequently absorbed by the latter 
(stronger and non-propagating outwards).                

The above described phenomena, found in fully N-body models, are one-by-one analyzed – 
in subchapter 2.3 – using simplified models in which one of the components is implemented 
analytically while the other is followed either as a test-particle system or a self-consistent N-
body realization. This nicely complements the full N-body simulations and gives insight into 
the importance and consequences of individual physical processes at play.



The Chapters 3 is devoted to the analysis of the orbital coupling of near-Keplerian orbits in a 
stellar disk embedded in a geometrically more complicated, though analytically prescribed, 
perturbing  field:  apart  from  the  central  SMBH  and  spherical  stellar  cluster,  a  distant 
circumnuclear circular ring, representing gas torus, is added. Such a torus seems to be present 
at a pc-scale in the nucleus of the Milky Way but it is also an inherent component of the so-
called Unified model of the active galactic nuclei (AGN). The author develops a theory of 
secular orbital evolution of the immersed disk and complements it by numerical integrations 
of  the  resulting  equations.  The  most  important  result  is  a  possibility  of  a  strong  orbital 
coupling in the inner parts of the disk, leading to a coherent orbital precession around the 
symmetry axis of the gravitational potential (i.e. the axis of the torus), leading to a formation 
of a small long-lived stellar disk/ring with a growing inclination with respect to the torus, 
while the outer parts of the original stellar disk are being dissolved.

In Chapter 4, these tools are applied to study the evolution of the young nuclear stellar disk 
in the  Milky Way. This structure presents many puzzling and still not satisfactorily explained 
features, like its mere presence within a region exposed to a strong tidal field of the SMBH, 
its roughly perpendicular orientation with respect to the gaseous torus, as well as its relation 
to  other  young  stars  present  in  the  same  location  but  having  different  geometry  and 
kinematics. It is  demonstrated that the mechanism presented in Chapter 3 gives a possibility 
to form the whole young stellar system with both disky and non-disky components from a 
single original disk, providing a new scenario to explain the configuration and kinematics of 
the young stellar system in the Galaxy nucleus.

In summary, Chapters 2 to 4 bring a plethora of original results pertaining to the kinematics 
and dynamics of stars on the sub-parsec scale around SMBHs in centers of galaxies. They are 
very important not only as plausible explanations of properties of observed nuclear stellar 
rings but potentially also from the point of view of understanding the feeding mechanisms of 
AGNs. 

The author has demonstrated both theoretical skills and mastering the understanding and use 
of  sophisticated  N-body  codes,  especially  of  the  Aarseth's  famous  Nbody6,  which  he 
employed  for  the  majority  of  presented  simulations  and  to  which  he  also  brought 
modifications by implementing external perturbing potentials.

In my opinion, the presented work contains very important contributions to the topic, going 
considerably further beyond previous works and showing several completely new phenomena 
while attempting to provide their understanding. Chapters 3 and 4 are based on two papers 
published in 2011 in MNRAS, of which Mr. Haas is the first author, while Chapter 2 presents 
results  yet  unpublished  in  a  refereed  journal  but  in  my  opinion  fully  deserving  a  fast 
submission due to the important discoveries involved.

I fully recommend the presented work to be recognized as a PhD thesis.

Following my above analysis and conclusion, I would like to raise a few critical comments 
and questions, to which I would wish Mr. Haas replies during his defence.

1.
In  Chapter  2,  the author  describes  the  formation  of  bar-like  features  in  the  full  N-body 
model, first within the originally spherical cluster, and second inside the stellar disk. I think 
the  readibility  of  the  relevant  sections  would  strongly  benefit  from  a  little  bit  more 
pedagogical approach by: 



a) more clearly defining what is meant by a “bar” and giving its basic characteristics; 
b) indicating the position of this bar in Fig. 2.6 by either an arrow or overplotted contours;
c)  providing  a  schematical  sketch  of  the  mutual  orientation  of  all  the  non-spherical 
components (initial stellar disk, bar in the cluster, bar in the disk).
       
All these points are closely inter-related. I found quite difficult from the text alone to imagine 
the 3D geometry of  this  evolved multi-component system. In fact,  when the author first 
mentions the “bar-like structure”, or “shortly a bar”, he refers to “a rather compact group 
which is located on the equatorial line (ie  = 90º)” on the maps of excentricity vector of the 
stellar  cluster  particles  in  Fig.  2.6.  I  am unable  to  see  any clear  compact  group  on  the 
equatorial plane of these plots, unlike in Fig. 2.9b where similar plots are given for particles 
of  the  disk.  Where  exactly  does  the  bar  appear  in  Fig.  2.6  and  what  would  be  its 
corresponding appearance in the xy, xz and yz planes at the same time moments?

Similarly, in the caption of Fig. 2.11 it is stated that middle panels correspond to the time 
when the bars in the cluster and in the disk reach similar orientations. I find however difficult 
to unambiguously identify what the author defines as bars in the middle panels.

In this respect, I would find helpful if the author attempted to characterize the bars either by 
providing  their  approximate  axis  ratios  and  orientations  or  by  performing  their 
decomposition into the Fourier modes in their symmetry planes. I have the impression that 
what he calls a bar would appear as an m=1 mode in the Fourier decomposition, rather than a 
bi-symetric m=2 mode that is classically referred to as a bar in galactic dynamics, though at 
much larger spatial scales (hundreds of parsecs and kiloparsecs). If this is really so, then I 
would find the use of the term “bar” or “bar-like” confusing, in view of its standard use in 
the galactic dynamics, and would suggest to try to find another convenient expression. In 
fact, despite quite different spatial scales, the classical galactic m=2 bars could have much in 
common  –  as  for  their  formation  and  evolution  –  with  the  asymmetric  configurations 
presented  here.  And an  m=1 mode would  seem to  be  a  natural  counterpart  of  m=2 bar 
instabilities once one moves from larger galactocentric radii to quasi-Keplerian region around 
the central SMBH.  To be also noted in this context that m=1 gravitational instabilities exist 
on 100 pc and kpc scales in disk galaxies.     

2.
At the end of Sect. 2.2.6 the author very briefly mentions that Fig. 2.11 reveal another feature 
of the cluster evolution, namely the fact that the core of the cluster is no longer centered on 
the SMBH. I would like him to comment more on that:
a)  Is there a relation between the core shift and the the bar-like feature?
b) Could the core shift – which, if real, could itself be interpreted as an m=1 instability –  be 
a numerical problem in the orbit integration? Are the total momentum and energy of the 
whole N-body system well conserved? With what precision?
  
3.
What is the reason for the four clumps structure in the plots of the excentricity vector in Fig. 
2.21 (pg. 47) corresponding to the evolved test-particle disk model K1a?

4.
In  Chapter  4  and  in  Conclusions  (Chapter  5)  the  author  claims  that  the  high  mutual 
inclination of the young stellar disk in the Milky Way nucleus and of the gaseous torus is 
naturally reproduced by the model presented in Chapters 3 and 4. I find this statement to be 
inadequately  strong.  If  I  understand  correctly  the  analysis  given  in  Chapter  4  (and  in 
particular Figs. 4.1d, 4.2a, 4.4b and the before-last paragraph of subsection 4.3.1), the high 



mutual inclination (80-90º) of these components naturally results only if they are inclined by 
at least 60º already in the beginning of the simulation, otherwise the stellar disk is entierely 
destroyed by the differential precession. 

First, a change of the inclination from 60º (minimum) or 70º (the so-called canonical model 
of Chapter 4) to 80-90º  doesn't seem to me to be a so dramatic effect. Second, I find this 
initial condition quite restrictive and somewhat disturbing in view of the overall context and 
motivation. The author's motivation to study the orbital evolution of the young nuclear stellar 
ring refers, among others, to the Collin & Zahn (1999) prediction of the in situ formation of 
stellar disks via gravitational instabilities in the outer parts of accretion disks around central 
SMBHs. However, observations of radio lobs/jets and ionization cones in AGN host galaxies 
(e.g.  Nagar  et  al.  1999)  suggest  that  these  structures  are  aligned.  Since  the  former  are 
presumably perpendicular to the accretion disks while the latter are supposedly collimated by 
the more distant gaseous torus, the most straightforward interpretation is that those two ring-
like structures also well aligned. The initial mutual inclination of 60 or more degrees in the 
presented model thus doesn't look so natural. I would like to ask the author to express his 
view on this point.    
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